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Abstract. In large companies such as Siemens and Statoil monitoring tasks are
of great importance, e.g., Siemens does monitoring of turbines and Statoil of oil
behaviour in wells. This tasks bring up importance of both streaming and historical (temporal) data in the Big Data challenge for industries. We present the
Optique project that addresses this problem by developing an Ontology Based
Data Access (OBDA) system that incorporates novel tools and methodologies for
processing and analyses of temporal and streaming data. In particular, we advocate for modelling time time aware data by temporal RDF and reduce monitoring
tasks to knowledge discovery and data mining.

1

Introduction

A typical problem that end-users face when dealing with Big Data is of data access,
which arises due to the three dimensions (the so-called “3V”) of Big Data: volume, since
massive amounts of data have been accumulated over the decades, velocity, since the
amounts may be rapidly increasing, and variety, since the data are spread over different
formats. In this context accessing the relevant information is an increasingly difficult
task and the Optique project [8] aims at providing solutions for it.
The project is focused around two demanding use cases that provide it with motivation, guidance, and realistic evaluation settings. The first use case is provided by
Siemens5 and encompasses several terabytes of temporal data coming from sensors,
with a growth rate of about 30 gigabytes per day. Users need to query this data in combination with many gigabytes of other relational data that describe events. The second
use case is provided by Statoil6 and concerns more than one petabyte of geological
data. The data are stored in multiple databases which have different schemata, and the
users have to manually combine information from many databases, including temporal,
in order to get the results for a single query. In general, in the oil and gas industry, ITexperts spend 30–70% of their time gathering and assessing the quality of data [7]. This
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Fig. 1. Left: existing approaches to data access; Right: OBDA approach

is clearly very expensive in terms of both time and money. The Optique project aims at
solutions that reduce the cost of data access dramatically. More precisely, Optique aims
at automating the process of going from an information requirement to the retrieval of
the relevant data, and to reduce the time needed for this process from days to hours, or
even to minutes. A bigger goal of the project is to provide a platform with a generic
architecture that can be adapted to any domain that requires scalable data access and
efficient query execution.
The main bottleneck in the Optique’s use cases is that data access is limited to a
restricted set of predefined queries (cf. Figure 1, left, top). Thus, if an end-user needs
data that current applications cannot provide, the help of an IT-expert is required to
translate the information need of end-users to specialised queries and optimise them for
efficient execution (cf. Figure 1, left, bottom). This process can take several days, and
given the fact that in data-intensive industries engineers spend up to 80% of their time
on data access problems [7] this incurs considerable cost.
The Semantic approach known as “Ontology-Based Data Access” (OBDA) [16,
6] has the potential to address the data access problem by automating the translation
process from the information needs of users (cf. Figure 1, right) to data queries. The key
idea is to use an ontology, that presents to users a semantically rich conceptual model
of the problem domain. The user formulates their information requirements (that is,
queries) in terms of the ontology, and then receives the answers in the same intelligible
form. These requests should be executed over the data automatically, without an ITexpert’s intervention. To this end, a set of mappings is maintained which describes the
relationship between the terms in the ontology and the corresponding data source fields.
As discussed above, in the Siemens use case one has to deal with large amounts of
streaming data, e.g., sensor and event data from many turbines and diagnostic centres
in many different streams with the size of up to two kilobytes, in combination with
historical, that is, temporal relational data sources. Thus, one has to provide Semantic
technologies that enable modelling, e.g., with temporal RDF, and processing of both
historical and streaming data which includes data mining and complex event processing.
The data mining (and time series analysis) aspect is crucial for the Siemens use case as
it sets the foundation for preventive diagnostics. More concretely, one of the diagnostic
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Fig. 2. Left: classical OBDA approach. Right: the Optique OBDA system

engineers’ requirements is a means to find correlations between events like that of a
can flame failure in a turbine and patterns in turbine’s relevant timed stamped sensor
data measuring temperature (or pressure etc.) If some correlation between an event
and sensor data is detected in the historical data by some data mining procedure, then
this correlation should be expressible by a continuous query that can be used on realtime data for preventive diagnostics. For example an error event in a turbine T may
be identified within the sensor data by at least five percent decrease of measured value
TC255-Measurement in sensor TC255 w.r.t. the average in one hour followed by a
statistically significant increase (here: more than the two times of the measured average
in hour) of measured value TC256-Measurements. The continuous query may refer
to a measurement ontology and a (rough) model of the turbine structure within the
diagnostic engineer’s ontology, that he has to set up in order to localize failures (up to
some precision).
The classical OBDA systems (cf. Figure 2, left, shows a conceptual architecture
of a classical OBDA system) fail to provide support for these tasks. In the Optique
project, we aim at developing a next generation OBDA system (cf. Figure 2, right) that
overcomes this limitations. More precisely, the project aims at a cost-effective approach
that includes the development of tools and methodologies for processing and analytics
of streaming and temporal data. These require to revise existing and develop new OBDA
components, in particular, to support novel: (i) ontology and mapping management,
(ii) user-friendly query formulation interface(s), (iii) automated query translation, and
(iv) distributed query optimisation and execution in the Cloud. In this paper we will
give a short overview of challenges that we encompass on the way to this goal.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We discuss Optique’s challenges
in handling of streaming and historical data and present the general architecture of the
Optique’s OBDA solution in Section 2. Finally, we discuss related work (Section 3) and
conclude (Section 4).

2

Stream Processing and Analytics in Optique’s OBDA

A general requirement, especially motivated by the Siemens use case, is to support
such a combination of the data, ontology, mapping, and query languages that is expressive enough for modelling machines, symptoms, and diagnoses, and guarantees a
complete, correct, and feasible query answering over temporal and streaming data. We
now overview challenges to be solved in achieving this goal: we discuss ontologies,
query languages, query processing, and visualisation of answers.
We plan to model temporal data with some extension of RDF. This could be achieved,
for example, by adding to RDF triples an extra fourth component: validity time. Thus,
the first challenge to address is an understanding of the right temporal RDF data model.
The key component in the Optique OBDA solution is the domain ontology, since it
enables users to understand the data at hand and formulate queries. Thus, the next challenge to address is how to model both data streams and temporal data via ontologies. In
particular this will require to model time (at least in the query language). On the level
of mappings, a homogeneous mapping language for static and streaming data has to be
provided.
The query language that the system should provide to end users should combine
(i) temporal operators, that address the time dimension of data and allow to retrieve
data which was true “always” in the past or “sometimes” in the last X months,
etc.,
(ii) time series analysis operators, such as mean, variance, confidence intervals, standard deviation, as well as trends, regression, correlation, etc., and
(iii) stream oriented operators, such as sliding windows.
Besides, the query language should provide some means for intelligent query answering
of queries on complex patterns in the data by, e.g., telling in the negative case what
similar patterns exist (query relaxation) and in the positive case how the multitude of
patterns can be further restricted (query refinement). Finally, the query language should
support formulating queries based on results of explorative data analysis.
Given the query, mapping languages, and ontology, the Optique system should be
able to translate queries into highly optimised executable code over the underlying temporal and streaming data. This requires techniques for automated query translation of
one-time, continuous, temporal queries, and their combinations. Existing translation
techniques are limited and they do not address query optimisation and distributed query
processing. Thus, novel approaches should be developed.
Another set of challenges in Optique is related to handling answers to queries. One
issue is visualisation of massive volumes of data formatted according to the domain
ontology. To address this issue, in particular, Data Mining and Pattern Learning, techniques over ontological data should be developed to enable automatic identification of
interesting patterns in the data. Another challenge is how to manage “dirty” data. The
Optique system must provide basic means for data cleaning such as: automated identification, mapping and alignment of data types, including dates, time synchronisation,
and data quality issues (outlier detection, noise, missing values, etc.).
To sum up this section, we will provide the general architecture of the Optique
OBDA system.
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Fig. 3. The general architecture of the Optique OBDA system

General architecture of Optique’s OBDA solution. Figure 3 gives an overview of the
Optique’s OBDA solution architecture and its components. The architecture is developed using the three-tier approach and has three layers:
– The presentation layer consists of three main user interfaces: to compose queries,
to visualise answers to queries, and to maintain the system by managing ontologies
and mappings. The first two interfaces are for both end-users and IT-experts, while
the third one is meant for IT-experts only.
– The application layer consists of several (main) components of the Optique’s system, supports its machinery, and provides the following functionality:
•
•
•
•

query formulation,
ontology and mapping management,
query answering, and
processing and analytics of streaming and temporal data.

– The data and resource layer consists of the data sources that the system provides
access to, that is, relational, semistructured, temporal databases and data streams.
It also includes a cloud that provides a virtual resource pool.

The entire Optique system will be integrated via the Information Workbench platform [11]7 .

3

Related Work

Each of the approaches mentioned in the following deals with only one of the aspects
that are relevant for the envisioned software component of the Optique query answering
system: either the aspect of query answering over temporal data that can be described
as historical; or the aspect of query answering over streamed data. Adhering to the
requirements of the (Siemens) use case, the Optique approach favors a more integrative
approach, that combines query answering over historical data and query answering over
regularly updated temporal data stemming from many different streams.
There exist several approaches that address the problem of representing, inferring
with, and querying temporal data within the general context of ontologies. As the Optique project will follow a weak temporalization of the OBDA paradigm, which will
guarantee the conservation of so-called FOL rewritability (which essentially means a
possibility to translate ontological queries into SQL queries over data sources), work
on modal-style temporal ontology languages formalised via Description Logics [13]
is of minor relevance; because of the bad complexity properties, this is even true for
temporalized lightweight logics [2].
The approach in [10] introduces temporal RDF graphs, details out a sound and complete inference system, and gives a sketchy introduction to a possible temporal query
language. A similar representation of temporal RDF graphs is adopted within the spatiotemporal RDF engine STRABON [12, 4]8 , which also defines the spatio-temporal extension stSPARQL of the W3C recommendation query language SPARQL 1.1. Strabon
is currently the only fully implemented spatio-temporal RDF store with rich functionality and very good performance as seen by the comparison in [12, 4]. For a similar
temporal version of RDF, which is oriented at the temporal database language TSQL2,
compare [9]. The authors of [17] favor a more conservative strategy by modeling time
directly with language constructs within RDF and SPARQL—the resulting extensions
of RDF and SPARQL being mere syntactic sugar. The logical approach of [14] follows
ideas of [10] but shifts the discussion to the level of genuine ontology languages such
as OWL; the semantics of the temporalized RDF and OWL languages are given by a
translation to (a fragment of) first order logic. The temporalized SPARQL query language uses a careful separation of the time component and the thematic component that
guarantees feasibility of query answering.
The concept of streaming relational data as well as the concepts underlying complex
event processing are well understood and are the theoretical underpinnings for highly
developed streaming engines used in industrial applications. The picture for stream processing within the OBDA paradigm is quite different; the few implemented streaming
engines [5, 3, 15] are still under development and have been shown to lack one or other
basic functionality [18]. Though all of the systems are intended to be used within the
7
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OBDA paradigm, only C-SPARQL [3] seems to have (minimal) capabilities for reasoning/query answering over ontologies. There is no agreement yet on how to extend
SPARQL to work over streams; and so all of the mentioned systems have their own
streamified version of SPARQL. However, the core of all extensions seems to be the
addition of (sliding) window operators over streams, which are adapted from query
languages over relational streams [1].

4

Conclusions

We presented motivations and challenges for the use of Ontology Based Data Access
systems as a solution for Big Data access problem in industries. The important challenge in industries is knowledge discovery and data mining of temporal and streaming
data, while the state of the art Semantic technologies that the OBDA systems rely on fail
to address it adequately. The Optique project aims at providing this demanding technology which will be validated it in the two industrial use case: Statoil and Siemens. In
particular we plan to (i) explore the possibility of modelling streaming data with temporal RDF and (ii) understand how knowledge discovery and data mining techniques
developed for Linked Open Data could be adapted and extended in our setting.
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